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1

Teen activists

Listen to the conversation and answer the questions.

Young campaigners, future leaders
accuse – anklagen, beschuldigen
authorities – Behörden
civil rights – Grundrechte, Bürgerrechte
mayor – Bürgermeister/in
Nobel Peace Prize – Friedensnobelpreis
racism – Rassismus
receive – erhalten
speech – Rede

1 How did Luke find the link to the video?
...............................................................................................................................................................
2 How old was Asean when he made the speech?
...............................................................................................................................................................
3 Where is Asean from?
...............................................................................................................................................................
4 Why was he angry?
...............................................................................................................................................................
5 How did he describe the local mayor?
...............................................................................................................................................................
6 Why did he not completely win?
...............................................................................................................................................................
7 How does Amy know so much about Malala?
...............................................................................................................................................................
8 Where does Malala live now?
...............................................................................................................................................................
9 What is the purpose of the Malala Fund?
...............................................................................................................................................................
10, 11 What two things happened in 2014?
...............................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................
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TEEN ACTIVISTS

2

Listen to the podcast and choose the correct answers.

How Payal Jangid is making a difference

attitude – Einstellung, Haltung
child marriage – Kinderehe
convince – überzeugen
force – zwingen
issue – Problem, Angelegenheit
labour – Arbeit
opportunity – Gelegenheit, Chance
persuade – überreden
receive an award – eine Auszeichnung
entgegennehmen
refuse – sich weigern
sustainable – nachhaltig
value – Wert, Bedeutung

1 What did Payal Jangid do when she was
eleven?

5 What happened in 2012?
The law changed in India.

She went to New York.

Payal’s village stopped child marriage.

She got married.

A school opened in Payal’s village.

She didn’t do what her parents wanted.
2 Who supported her at the beginning?

6 Which of these are officially allowed in
India?

her parents

child marriage

a group of campaigners

child labour

other children

children’s parliaments

3 What was her first campaign about?

7 Which award did Bill Gates found?

child marriage

The Goalkeepers

cruelty to children

The He for She

child labour

The Joyful Heart

4 Approximately how many workers in India
are children?

8 How do you qualify for an award?
You must be a young campaigner.

1 million

You must campaign for human rights.

10 million

You must campaign for one of 17

14 million

goals.
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a Listen to the report and answer the question below.

Gotta Have Sole
appeal for sth. – um etw. bitten
homeless shelter – Obdachlosenheim
ill-fitting – schlecht sitzen
manufacturer – Hersteller
poverty – Armut
soul – Seele
volunteer – Ehrenamtliche/r, Freiwillige/r

What is Nicholas’ charity for?
............................................................................................
............................................................................................

b Listen again and match the sentence halves. There are two endings that you don’t need.
1 When Nicholas Lowinger was five years
old,

country.

3 Nicholas saw that the children were

and shoe manufacturers to give new

4 About 13 million children are living in
poverty
5 Nicholas started taking his old shoes
6 When he was twelve years old, Nicholas
set up a charity

shoes.
his mother took him to a shelter for
homeless people.
they can make friends and fit in well at
school.
since it started in 2010.

7 He called his charity Gotta Have Sole

for his work for charity.

8 The charity asks the public for donations

which is a play on the words sole and soul.

of money
9 The charity has given 100,000 new shoes
to children
10 Children can be bullied at school
11 If children have new shoes,
12 Children can volunteer to help raise
money

5

in Gotta Have Sole clubs around the

2 At the shelter, Nicholas met people
wearing

24

who were living in deep poverty.

TEEN ACTIVISTS

in America in the 21st century.
to give new shoes to poor children.
hasn’t got the right shoes in their store.
if they have old or badly-fitting shoes.
very old shoes and some children had no
shoes.
to give to the children in the shelter.

4

a Listen to the conversation and answer the question below.
achievement – Leistung,

A powerful teen activist
Which of these sentences about Zuriel Oduwole is not true?
She wants everyone to have a good education and
promotes education for girls.
She wants to fly to lots of countries and isn’t worried about
climate change.
She makes films which show development issues around
the world.

Errungenschaft
advocate – Verfechter/in,
Befürworter/in
business magazine –
Wirtschaftszeitschrift
champion – hier:
Verfechter/in
development issue –
Entwicklungsthema
raise awareness –
Bewusstsein schärfen
threat – Bedrohung,
Gefahr

b Listen again and complete the sentences with 1– 4 words.
1 Lily says that she loved .................................................................................................................
for the presentation about Zuriel Oduwole.
2 Jack thinks that Zuriel ...................................................................................................................
seem very easy.
3 In 2012, she ....................................................................................................................................
about the Ghana Revolution.
4 Zuriel made a film in 2017 which was filmed in .........................................................................
............................................................ .
5 She travels .....................................................................................................................................
in her work as a global public speaker.
6 Lily says that Zuriel is ....................................................................................................................
and very interesting when she is speaking.
7 In 2014, Zuriel was called the most .............................................................................................
............................................................ in the world in a magazine.
8 Zuriel sees climate change as a problem for education because natural disasters can
make it difficult for children to .....................................................................................................
............................................................ .
9 She has given .................................................................................................................................
to the UN about climate change.
10 Lily and Jack are going to have ................................................. sections in their presentation.
11 Jack and Lily think their presentation will be ............................................................................ .
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1

Environment

a Listen to the report and choose the best title.

t food waste?
What can we do abou
The problem of food
waste
Buy less, waste less

accurate – genau
blame – verantwortlich machen
despair – verzweifeln
encourage – ermutigen
food bank – städtische Essensausgabe
for guidance – hier: zur Orientierung
greenhouse gases – Treibhausgase
landfill site – Mülldeponie
misleading – irreführend
on average – im Durchschnitt
produce – hier: Erzeugnisse

b Listen again and match the sentence halves. There are two endings that you don’t need.
1 The food we waste would solve

the environment.

2 On average, we waste about

too much food.

3 800 million people around the world are

as much food as we eat.

4 One million people need

a lot of money.

5 Food waste also damages

not always accurate.

6 Landfill sites contribute to

hungry.

7 Supermarkets are

the main cause of the problem.

8 Perfectly good produce is

most food waste.

9 The dates on produce are

world hunger.

10 Shoppers are encouraged to buy

often thrown away.

11 Shoppers are to blame for

global warming.

12 Wasted food costs families

food banks in the UK.
imperfect produce.
partly responsible for food waste.
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ENVIRONMENT

2

Listen to the conversation and complete the sentences with 1– 4 words.

What’s best for the environment?
biodegradable – biologisch abbaubar

1 Lara was surprised when she heard how much

cotton – Baumwolle
crop – Anbaupflanze

water it takes to make ...............................................

fertilizer – Dünger

.................................................................................... .

loaf – Laib (Brot)

2 It takes between .........................................................
................................................................... litres of

harmful – schädlich
micro-fibre – Mikrofaser
pesticides – Pflanzenschutzmittel
prevent – vermeiden
sustainable – nachhaltig
wheat – Weizen

water to make a pair of jeans.
3 The chemicals that are used to grow cotton are harmful for insects and bad for ........................
............................................................................................................. .
4 Lara doesn’t know how much water it takes to grow the wheat for a ............................................
......................................................................................... .
5 It takes about 2,000 litres of water to grow ......................................................................................
....................... of avocados.
6 Jamie would prefer to stop ........................................................................................................ than
stop wearing cotton clothes.
7 Wearing polyester clothes is bad because polyester is made of ................................................. .
8 When plastic bags get into the ocean they ............................................. and other marine animals.
9 Scientists don’t know how to prevent ...............................................................................................
...................................... from polluting our water and air.
10 Jamie’s family don’t use plastic bags and they recycle ...................................................................
.................................................................. at home.
11 Lara thinks the problem of plastic .............................................................. the problem of cotton.
12 Lara wants to continue ................................................................................................................ ,
but decides to buy fewer new clothes.
ENVIRONMENT 6
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3

Listen and choose the correct answers.
carbon emission – Kohlendioxidemission

California is going green
1 What is California also famous for?
leading the way in green policies
grey skies and bad air quality

2020s

3 What law did California introduce in
January 2020?
To put solar panels on all new

tackle – hier: etw. anpacken, lösen
toxic – giftig, schädlich

too many new houses
a renewable energy economy
8 In what way is Microsoft going to go green?
It is going to remove more carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere than it produces.

houses.

It is going to stop producing any carbon

To build 80,000 new houses every

dioxide by 2030.

year.

It is going to stop building more offices in

To increase the solar industry.

San Jose by 2025.

4 What does this law mean?
They will take 50,000 cars off the

9 How does Microsoft plan to help bees and
insects?

road every year.

By planting more flowers.

They will reduce greenhouse gases.

By creating a living roof on its buildings.

They will take out 22 million kilos of

By not using toxic chemicals.

carbon from the atmosphere.
5 Why is solar energy one of the greenest
energies?

10 What is Microsoft going to spend $1billion on?
Designing a system for re-using nondrinking water.

It is a cheap way to protect the

Researching ways of removing carbon

environment.

from the atmosphere.

It improves air quality and reduces

Finding ways to fight climate change.

carbon emissions.
It reduces costs and saves people a
lot of money.
6 How much money will people save if
they have solar panels on their houses?
$80 a month
$5,000 a year

6

renewable energy – erneuerbare Energie

an increase in building costs

introducing green policies?
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measure – Maßnahme

7 What will the new housing laws help create?

2 When did California first start
1970s

increase – ansteigen; Anstieg

solar panel – Solarpaneel

reducing air pollution

1960s

greenhouse gas – Treibhausgas

ENVIRONMENT

$10,000

11 What does the speaker think will happen in
the future?
Big companies will copy Microsoft and go
green.
Microsoft will leave Silicon Valley.
Companies from all over the world will
want to move to California.

4

Listen and answer the questions.

Inventions that could help save the planet

alternator – Generator
average – Durchschnitt
break down – abbauen

1 How long can people in India power their houses with

carbon dioxide – Kohlendioxid

one hour of pedalling on the Free Electric bike?

climate change – Klimawandel

..........................................................................................

handle – Griff

2 What is the hope of the organisation that makes the
Free Electric bike?
..........................................................................................

dissolve – sich auflösen
hydrogen-powered –
wasserstoffbetrieben
solar panel – Solarpaneel
solution – Lösung

3 What will still be around in 1,000 years?
...............................................................................................................................................................
4 What does Kevin Kumala make shopping bags from?
...............................................................................................................................................................
5 What else has Kevin Kumala invented?
...............................................................................................................................................................
6 How many tonnes of carbon dioxide do planes put into the atmosphere every year?
...............................................................................................................................................................
7 What does the hydrogen-powered plane put into the atmosphere?
...............................................................................................................................................................
8 How many people can travel in a hydrogen-powered plane at the moment?
...............................................................................................................................................................
9 How much water does a modern dishwasher use for a wash?
...............................................................................................................................................................
10 How long does it take to wash a load of dishes with the electricity-free dishwasher?
...............................................................................................................................................................
11 How much of the world’s population will live in cities by 2050?
...............................................................................................................................................................
12 What is one of the main problems with solar panels?
...............................................................................................................................................................
13 How much more power does a solar tree produce than solar panels at ground level?
...............................................................................................................................................................
ENVIRONMENT 6
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American holidays
1

Listen and complete the sentences with 1–6 words.

Martin Luther King Day
1 The Selma to Montgomery marches were part of

call for sth. – fordern, beanspruchen
civilian – Zivilist/in
disrespectful – respektlos
fist – Faust

a protest to give black people the right ..........................

gesture – Geste

.......................................................................................... .

national anthem – Nationalhymne

2 ............................................................................................

kneeling – kniend
non-violent – gewaltfrei
peaceful – friedlich

people listened to Martin Luther King’s speech at the
March on Washington.
3 In 1968, Dr King was ......................................................................................... by a racist criminal.
4 After his death, Dr King was awarded the two most important medals an ...................................
...................................................... can receive.
5 On Martin Luther King Day, there are celebrations such as ............................................................
......................................................................... .
6 Artists like Lauryn Hill have ................................................................................................................
to support the fight for racial equality.
7 The song “Lift Every Voice and Sing” was first performed at a ......................................................
............................................................................... .
8 Tommie Smith and John Carlos protested because countries which did not give equal rights
to black people were allowed to ...................................................................................................... .
9 In 2014, LeBron James and other basketball players wore T-shirts with the words .....................
................................................................................................................ .
10 Colin Kaepernick protested by kneeling ............................................................................................
during the national anthem.
11 The Black Lives Matter protests in the USA lasted for ....................................................................
................................................................. .
12 As a result of the protests, many statues of people involved in .....................................................
................................................................................ have been removed.
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2

	Listen to the debate and choose the correct answers.

Memorial Day
1 Over which period did Memorial Day take
place on 30th May?
from 1868 to 1970

according to – laut, gemäß
date back to – zurückgehen auf
debate – Debatte, Diskussion
freed – befreit, freigelassen
grave – Grab
poppy – Mohnblume
sacrifice – Aufopferung

from 1868 to 1971
from 1870 to 1968
2 How far back does Memorial Day date?
to the Civil War
to the time before the Civil War
100 years
3 How many American soldiers died in the
Civil War?
around 100,000
around 700,000
around seven million
4 What happened after the First World War?
The date of Memorial Day changed.
People started decorating the graves
of soldiers with flowers.
People used the day to remember
Americans who had died in all wars.
5 What does Molly think people use the long
weekend for now?
visiting and decorating graves
thinking about those who have died
a holiday
6 What does Molly worry might happen in
the future?
Memorial Day will not take place.
Children will forget about past wars
and the people who fought in them.
There will be a danger of more wars.

7 According to Ben, what is special about
Memorial Day?
It’s the only day Americans thank the
people who fought for their country.
It’s the only day when Americans
remember the Civil War.
It’s the only day when Americans
remember those who died in battle.
8 Who held the first memorial ceremony for
those who died in the Civil War?
groups of women
freed African American slaves
an American politician
9 Which sentence is true?
30th May was the date of an important
event in the Civil War.
30th May was the date of the first
Memorial Day ceremony.
30th May is not connected to the Civil
War or early memorial ceremonies.
10 When did people start wearing poppies on
Memorial Day?
in 1868
after the First World War
in 2000
11 What does Ben say parents might do with
young children on Memorial Day?
read stories and make poppies
visit the graves of soldiers
go to Memorial Day parades or
concerts
EXTRA – AMERICAN HOLIDAYS
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Listen to the conversation and answer the questions.

Independence Day

barbecue – Grillfest
Declaration of Independence –
Unabhängigkeitserklärung

1 What time is it in the city where Dan is staying?
..............................................................................

eagle – Adler
float – Festzugswagen
marching band – Marschkapelle

..............................................................................
2 What did Dan see coming down the road on a float?
.........................................................................................................................................................
3 What could Dan hear the sound of as he arrived in downtown?
.........................................................................................................................................................
4 How many people does Dan think were in the crowd?
.........................................................................................................................................................
5 How long is the exchange programme that Dan is taking part in?
.........................................................................................................................................................
6 What did Dan buy for his costume?
.........................................................................................................................................................
7 What could Dan smell when he arrived at Josh’s cousin’s house?
.........................................................................................................................................................
8 What was Josh’s aunt doing?
.........................................................................................................................................................
9 Which sport is Josh’s cousin a fan of?
.........................................................................................................................................................
10 What did Josh’s grandma talk to Dan about?
.........................................................................................................................................................
11 In which year did the 13 states of the USA sign the Declaration of Independence?
.........................................................................................................................................................
12 How far did Dan travel for the firework show?
.........................................................................................................................................................
13 Where did Dan watch the show from?
.........................................................................................................................................................
14 At what time did Dan get back to Josh’s house?
.........................................................................................................................................................
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Listen and match the sentence halves. There are two endings that you don’t need.

Thanksgiving

campaign – Kampagne
corn – Mais
cranberry – Preiselbeere
date back to – zurückgehen auf
enormous – enorm, riesig
feast – Festmahl
nursery rhyme – Kinderlied
origin – Herkunft
pardon – begnadigen
supply – Vorrat

1 American people celebrate Thanksgiving

to watch Macy’s parade in New York.

2 Americans usually celebrate

in 1989.

Thanksgiving with
3 We know that the settlers hunted
4 There wouldn’t have been potatoes at the
feast
5 Sarah Josepha Hale was
6 There are lots of descriptions of
7 Mrs Hale’s campaign to make
8 The turkey pardoning became a yearly
event
9 The National Football League has always
10 About three and a half million people go
11 Macy’s parade has always encouraged
people to go
12 On Black Friday, it can be difficult for
13 Professor Henley thinks that Black Friday is

Thanksgiving a national holiday lasted
36 years.
shopping in the city.
a famous writer, poet and editor of a
magazine.
turkeys for food.
a fun event for most people.
in 1621.
played games on Thanksgiving.
Thanksgiving meals in Mrs Hale’s writing.
a big feast.
the police to control the crowds in cities.
been a holiday.
on the fourth Thursday of November.
as these didn’t grow in the area at the
time.
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Tapescript
Intro, Exercise 1

White House, you must make a request
in advance. But if you can’t get on a tour,

Announcer

The USA is a huge country. So even for
Americans it’s very hard to see it all. But you
mustn’t think it’s impossible to see a lot of
important sites in a month. Here are some
places you must visit!
New York City, New York

Presenter

50

New York has to be the most famous city in
the world! Take a boat ride past the Statue
of Liberty and go to the top of the Empire
State Building. And no visit is complete
without a visit to Times Square and some of
New York’s amazing museums. Of course,
you don’t have to go to a show on Broadway,
but you’ll never forget it! And you mustn’t
leave the Big Apple without a walk in Central
Park.

Announcer

Grand Canyon, Arizona

Presenter

Arizona has magnificent scenery –
that’s why five million people visit the
1.8-kilometre-deep Grand Canyon each year!
Most people see it from their cars, but you
needn’t stay in your car. Take an overnight
trek from one side to the other, or go on a
mule ride to Phantom Ranch and stay in a
cabin. Or if you like extreme experiences,
take a rafting trip down the river.

Announcer

California Coast

Presenter

California, the Golden State, has got superb
scenery, a warm climate, big waves and
sandy beaches. You don’t have to know how
to surf, but it helps! Exciting Los Angeles is
the USA’s second most populous city, with
nearly four million people. And when you’re
in LA, you must go to Hollywood and see
the Walk of Fame! And you have to visit San
Francisco with its cable cars, the awesome
Golden Gate Bridge and Alcatraz Island.

Announcer

Washington DC, District of Columbia

Presenter

Washington DC is the capital of the USA
and the home of the President. Explore
the White House, the Capitol Building
and the Supreme Court and learn about
American history. To arrange a tour of the

TAPESCRIPT

there’s always the visitor centre. A mustsee is the massive Smithsonian with its
stunning art, history and science museums.
Announcer

Denali National Park, Alaska

Presenter

Alaska, the largest state in the USA, has
glorious natural beauty with mountains,
volcanoes, rivers and wildlife. You have to
visit Denali Park and see the 6,194-metre
Mount Denali, the tallest peak in North
America, and experience the glaciers
and landscape close up. But you don’t
have to go on a trek. A great way to see
Alaska’s natural beauty is from a plane or a
helicopter!

Announcer
Presenter

Mount Rushmore, South Dakota
Remember the Alfred Hitchcock film North
by Northwest with Cary Grant? And the
exciting scenes on the rock face of the
Mount Rushmore Memorial with the faces
of the four American presidents? This is an
amazing place to visit and learn more about
American history. The four presidents,
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
Theodore Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln
were chosen to show how the nation was
born, how it then grew and developed into
what it is today. The faces of the presidents
are 60 feet high. It took the sculptors 14
years from 1927 to 1941 to create them
and the project cost over a million dollars.
Amazing work!

1, Exercise 1
David

Hello and welcome to City Radio. In our
sports section today, Laura is in New York –
with a special report from Yankee Stadium.

Laura

Thanks, David. That’s right. When I told my
friends back home that I was going to visit
New York, they said that I had to watch
a baseball game at Yankee Stadium. Of
course, I agreed – and here I am!

Answer key
INTRO – USA, here we
come!
1

1 boat ride, 2 Broadway, 3 Central,
4 five/5 million, 5 rafting trip, 6 four/
4 million, 7 Hollywood, 8 San Francisco,
9 White House, 10 museums,
11 largest, 12 tallest, 13 helicopter,
14 four/4, 15 14 years

2 Food
1

1 New York
1

2

3

1 Because it had become old. /
Because it needed to be repaired
(frequently). 2 a good view, 3 top
chefs, 4 To buy a seat in the
‘bleachers’. / To buy a bleacher seat. /
To buy a ticket for a seat that is
further away from the field. / To get a
seat that is further away from the
field. 5 seven/7, 6 (enormous) photos
of Yankee players, 7 food from home,
8 an extra-large hot dog, 9 inside the
stadium, 10 They’re life-sized. /
They’re as big as a person. 11 an
outdoor museum, 12 three/3
1 the subway, overland trains and
buses, 2 half an hour before it opens,
3 in blue boxes, 4 so that it’s easy to
find, 5 about 20,000, 6 complete a
form, 7 They check the system to see
if there’s an item that matches the
description. 8 a birth certificate,
9 three years, 10 when she was on the
way back from visiting her
grandmother, 11 He got a text just
before his stop and it distracted him.
12 his homework, 13 on a bus,
14 about six months
a an American festival.

2

5, 4, 10, -, 6, 7, 12, 8, 9, -, 2, 11, 1, 3

4

1 (about) 2 billion / a third of the
world’s population, 2 130, 3 on TV
shows, 4 Because they contain a lot
of proteins, vitamins and minerals.
5 18%, 6 Because insects produce
almost no greenhouse gases. 7 The
first insect farm was set up in the UK.
8, 9 snack bars, cakes, biscuits, pasta,
bread, pet food, 10 online and in some
supermarkets, 11 world hunger

3

1 They make us feel good. 2 selfconfidence and social skills, 3 a fiveminute walk, 4 in 2018, 5 Children
from low-income families are less
likely to play sport. 6 Students now
have to pay for sports that were free
in the past. 7 Rich families make it
harder for poorer students to
compete. 8 $35,000, 9 They may
suffer from obesity. 10 free or lowcost coaching programmes,
11 Because we have a healthier
population.

4

1 September to (early) October, 2 April
to June, 3 any students, including
former students, 4 seniors / students
in their final year, 5 a/one week, 6 one
night, 7 a football match, 8 a dance,
9 knee-length dresses, 10 long, formal
dresses, 11 a jacket and tie, 12 a
tuxedo, 13 ride on a float, 14 have the
first dance, 15 around 1910,
16 in (around) the 1880s

4 California
1

3 School life in the US
1

a Irish, Italian, Chinese
b 1 tour, 2 an advert, 3 immigrant
families, 4 Italian immigrants,
5 Chicago, 6 bars, 7 nineteenth/19th
century, 8 Irish people/immigrants,
9 old houses, 10 Immigrants from
China, 11 secret tunnels, 12 violent,
13 lots of restaurants

1 he used to spend too much time
online. 2 He thinks it’s a useful hobby.
3 have meals together as often as
they can. 4 they don’t have a lot of
time. 5 He looked at some old recipe
books at home. 6 He looked for ideas
online. 7 Anyone who loves food can
make a show. 8 honest about the fact
that everyone makes mistakes. 9 the
best people help and support people
who are learning. 10 how to eat
healthily and stop wasting food

3

b 6, 11, -, 2, 9, -, 13, 10, 3, 1, 12, 8, 5, 7, 4
4

1 prepare, 2 who make the food,
3 salads, hummus and flatbreads,
4 healthier than (most of), 5 of the
war, 6 he couldn’t find work, 7 his
brother, 8 their own community,
9 flavour, 10 ten years, 11 Mexican
culture, 12 one third, 13 the busy
lunchtime period, 14 angry, 15 move,
16 hasn’t seen

4 everyday life, 5 grow up, 6 she was
14, 7 his kids/children use it, 8 arts
and crafts / practical, 9 problem
solving, 10 share ideas, 11 get very
good grades / do well, 12 their own
discoveries, 13 Art and Drama,
14 find/get a job / succeed / do
well / have, 15 school trips

2

1 (some) photos, 2 three/3, 3 Because
she’s been getting up early. 4 6.30
a.m., 5 5.45 a.m., 6 five/5 minutes,
7 an optional subject / a subject that
not everyone has to study, 8 Spanish,
9 Because she does after-school
activities. 10 hockey and tennis,
11 cheerleading, 12 a debate team,
13 She was shy about her voice.
1 (big) technology companies,
2 computers, 3 Silicon Valley,

a Until someone sees the sailing
stones at Racetrack Playa move,
they will remain a mystery.
b 1 sailing stones, 2 three/3 to four/4
years / three/3 or four/4 years,
3 people and/or animals, 4 lake,
5 on ice / along on ice / on ice
which disappears / along by ice,
6 (the) wind

2

1 in 1873, 2 23, 3 the San Francisco
earthquake / an earthquake,
4 overhead wires, 5 below the ground /
between the tracks / below the street,
6 Because they can only travel in
one direction. 7 seven/7 million, 8 at

ANSWER KEY
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